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Description of the lecture: The undeniable polarization and cynicism pervading our nation’s political landscape is explained in the dominant culture by two competing narratives: Our democracy is in disarray either due to the moral failure and cynicism of the elite (and the acquiescence and materialistic culture of the rest of us) or because of the concentration of wealth and its corrosive effect on our political institutions. But neither explanation encompasses the decline of the intermediary institutions in which we are taught the habits and practices requisite for a vibrant democratic culture. Alexis de Tocqueville, an early observer of American political life, was the first to understand the important role of institutions in American politics and the first to link them to the kind of culture requisite for the functioning and survival of democracy. In studying American politics, Tocqueville developed a concern for what he called the Augustinian Soul in American life -- the tension between an inclination toward self-absorbed narcissism and, at the same time, a tendency to overreach in an attempt to dominate. The Industrial Areas Foundation builds “universities of public life” in which diverse groups of people can learn the habits and practices necessary to engage one another across lines of race and class to create a vibrant democracy.
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